
Greetings: 

It is my pleasure to submit this letter of interest to serve on the LOM staff. I enjoy utilizing my 

skills, education, effectively and efficiently for the Glory of God. I am excited about this new life 

opportunity God has bestowed upon me, and I look forward in experiencing growth with your 

organization.  

Preaching my first ten minute sermon on Good Friday was the most enriching experience I have 

had as a chaplain intern at Morgan State University. The time of prayer, then study, research 

and checking an re-checking the sermon was exhausting but worth it all in the end with 

witnessing the power of God move upon the hearts of His people, especially with the men 

bowing down in prayer at the alter due to the compelling Word of God! I was especially 

humbled when a seasoned minister asked me if it would be okay if he received a copy of my 

notes, and being that I was the only newbie and layman on the team of seven season preachers. 

A woman from the congregation stated “everyone else preached, but you preached and taught! 

She was exuberated with walking away feeling as though she learned and gained a greater 

understanding that day! Another beautiful experience is when a woman who was new to the 

church and area, broke down in tears after Sunday school because she stated I helped her 

understand a subject that she had struggled with for at least three years, and believed I taught it 

to her in such a simple manner. The new woman to the church was so thrilled that her husband 

and children came with her the next Sunday. Here is a brief statement from the former pastor 

where I taught Sunday school: LORI ANN CHRISTIAN TAUGHT OUR SUNDAY CLASS AT 

CLAIREMONT FAITH CENTER. SHE WAS LOYAL AND ALWAYS THERE. SHE GAVE UP THE 

CLASS WHEN SHE MOVED OUT OF THE AREA. BLESSINGS, PASTOR WHITE (RETIRED) 

PH: (858)560-9219  

I have extensive work experience as an Administrative Assistant in business and educational 

institutions, both private and public sectors, inclusive of institutes of higher learning. The job 

positions that I have held all require a high level of customer service with confidentiality, the 

ability to organize, prioritize, multi-task, along with other essential skills that cause a 

conduciveness flow in a high paced/professional work environment. Data Management was the 

focal point of the job requirement for most of my employment history, specifically Baltimore 

County Public Schools, Loyola University, and the University of Maryland Baltimore County 

(UMBC). 

There are so many exciting experiences that I can share, and am very thankful to be chosen to 

have had those experiences, with the good and not so pleasant that goes along with the 

experience. I pray that you come away with a sense that I will be an asset to LOM and will 

afford me the opportunity of all the blessings and opportunities LOM has to offer.  

I thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

 

In the Master’s Service, 

Lori Ann Christian 

tel:%28858%29560-9219

